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D&H DISTRIBUTING CO. TO CARRY STREAM TV’S GROUNDBREAKING ELOCITY 

7-INCH MOBILE TABLET TO THE U.S. MARKET  

iPad competitor available for pre-order starting late August 

AUGUST 19, 2010 (PHILADELPHIA, PA) Stream TV Networks has structured 

a distribution platform for its new mobile tablet that optimizes 

portability, connectivity and computing power with a distribution 

powerhouse – D&H Distributing Co. of Harrisburg, PA. Throughout its 

impressive 93-year history, D&H has accomplished many "firsts" which 

include distribution of the first color TV, the first home PC and 

even the very first gaming system. It will now distribute the first 

seven-inch tablet running the Android 2.2 operating system to hit 

the US. D&H’s award winning fulfillment program effectively provides 

Stream TV from the outset with the heft of a fully functional, well-

oiled, long-running fulfillment team.  

 

  ~ MORE ~ 



 

CEO Mathu Rajan of Stream TV comments, “We are thrilled that D&H, 

with all of their expertise and strategic position in the industry, 

will be facilitating the first orders of our eLocity brand tablets.” 

 

“Mobility has consistently been a high-performing category at D&H,” 

said Rob Eby, vice president of purchasing at D&H.  “We’re always 

enthusiastic about offering our customers new entries in versatile 

formats. Tablets are commanding a lot of buyer attention, and Stream 

TV’s Android-based model adds an exciting market driver to the mix.” 

 

With a high resolution seven-inch capacitative and multi-touch 

screen and streamlined dimensions of 8.2 inches by 4.8 inches, the 

new eLocity A7 tablet will be officially unveiled in late August. 

The tablet will be available for pre-order shortly thereafter. 

-End- 

Note to Editors: For any press inquiries, or to arrange product 

reviews and interviews prior to the official launch date, please 

contact esther@southardinc.com or contact Esther Koo or Bill 

Southard, Southard Communications, 212-777-2220. 
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